Naive Bayes classifier (NBC) is an effective classification technique in data mining and machine learning, which is based on the attribute conditional independence assumption. However, this assumption rarely holds true in real-world applications, so numerous researches have been made to alleviate the assumption by attribute weighting. To the best of our knowledge, almost all studies have calculated attribute weights according to correlation measure or classification accuracy. In this paper, we propose a novel causality-based attribute weighting method to establish the weighted NBC called IFG-WNBC, where causal information flow (IF) theory and genetic algorithm (GA) are adopted to search for optimal weights. The introduction of IF produces a bran-new weight measure criterion from the angle of causality other than correlation. The population initialization in GA is also improved with IF-based weights for efficient optimization. Multi-set of comparison experiments on UCI data sets demonstrate that IFG-WNBC achieves superiority over classic NBC and other common weighted NBC algorithms in classification accuracy and running time.
I. INTRODUCTION
The 21st century is characterized by information explosion. With the popularization and application of internet technology, data acquisition is more and more convenient. How to withdraw the knowledge from massive data for scientific decision-making has become a hot topic in the fields of big data and artificial intelligence. Classification technique has become one of the most important data mining research contents.
Bayesian Network (BN) [1] is the combination of probability theory and graph theory, providing an intuitive expression of causal relationship. It is a valid model for mining potential relationship from data and expressing the probabilistic uncertainty among variables, using mathematical statistics. Naive Bayes classifier (NBC) [2] , a special BN, is one of the most popular, efficient, and practical machine learning algorithms used for classification problems. It performs surprisingly well compared to other more sophisticated classification models due to its simplicity and robustness [3] , [4] .
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NBC are based on the so-called Bayes' theorem with a conditional independence assumption, which ensures to improve its running efficiency. However, it is obvious that the assumption is rarely true in reality because attributes are commonly correlated to each other, which will affect NBC's applications with complex attributes. Although the independence assumption is grossly violated in practice, NBC performs surprisingly well on many classification problems. This fact raises the question that whether a NBC with less restrictive assumptions can perform even better.
In order to relax the conditional independence assumption of NBC while retaining its simplicity and efficiency at the same time, researchers have proposed many effective methods to further improve the performance of NBC in five main categories: (i) structure extension; (ii) attribute weighting; (iii) attribute selection; (iv) instance weighting and (v) instance selection. Among them, attribute weighting, that is to assign different weights to different attributes in NBC, is a major method to mitigate NBC's primary weakness. Because weights enforce attributes to play different roles in classification, the attribute weighting NBC will help weak the conditional independence assumption and make NBC still effective for strong attribute correlations. In recent studies, how to learn appropriate weights of attributes to improve NBC's average performance has been of catholic concern. Many useful approaches have been put forward to evaluate the importance of attributes and calculate weights, which can be divided into two kinds: the filter approach and wrapper approach. Filter approaches directly compute attribute weights from general data features. Attribute weights are predetermined and the weight calculation can be seen as a data preprocessing. Hall [8] proposed an attribute weighting method for NBC with correlation-based feature selection (CFS), where the attribute weights were inversely proportional to the order of attributes in CFS. Meanwhile, he [9] proposed a decision tree-based attribute weighting method, which constructed unpruned decision trees from the randomly sampled training data. The weight value depends on the depth at which the corresponding attribute appears in the decision tree. For example, the weight of an attribute that does not appear in the constructed decision tree will be set to 0. Lee et al. [10] proposed a filter weighting method based on information theory, which used Kullback-Leibler (KL) measure to calculate attribute weights. Zhang and Sheng [11] brought forward a gain ratiobased attribute weighting method, where the weight of each attribute was proportional to the gain ratio score associated with the average gain ratio across all attributes. Yang and Qin [12] proposed a new attribute weighting method for NBC using covariance and Chi-Square fitting statistics. This method takes into consideration that the attributes which have little correlation with the class but can also influence the classification. In addition, rough set, mutual information, association rules are also employed to learn attribute weights in the weighted NBC [13] , [14] .
Wrapper approaches implant the attribute weighting calculation into the NBC training, where weights are adjusted with the direct goal of maximizing the classification accuracy. Wu and Cai [15] presented an improved weighted NBC employing the differential evolution (DE)-based attribute weighting approach. Firstly, the population of attribute weights is initialized randomly, and the classification accuracy is defined as the fitness function. Then weights are searched with the operation of mutation, crossover and selection to obtain the global optimal weights. Zaidi et al. [16] proposed another wrapper method, which used the conditional likelihood logarithm as the objective function to optimize attribute weights. Bao [17] proposed a genetic algorithm (GA)-based weighted NBC. In this algorithm, attribute weights calculated from information theory and algebraic theory are set as the initial population, and the classification accuracy are defined as the fitness function. Xie [18] proposed a weighted NBC based on kernel density estimation, which combined correlation coefficient and mutual information to compute weights and embedded them into the kernel density estimation. The least square cross validation method is used to search the optimal weights. However, the existing attribute weighting methods have some shortcomings. On the one hand, the measure criteria of attribute weight is restricted to correlation and classification accuracy. The correlation-based criteria holds that the stronger correlation between attribute nodes and the class node, the bigger the weight. The common correlation-based measure includes correlation coefficient, KL, gain ratio and so on. Another classification accuracy-based criteria cannot even interpret the meaning of weight clearly. Because it just needs to satisfy the minimum classification error without considering the mutual relationship among attributes. On the other hand, in wrapper approaches, GA and other evolutionary algorithms have been applied to weight calculation. However, the initial population in these wrapper approaches are all generated randomly, which cannot guarantee the feasibility and quality of initial solution and increase running time of algorithms.
As we all know, BN is a causal graph describing the causal dependence among network nodes quantitatively. In consequence, the stronger the causal relationship with the class, the more important the attribute in NBC. Professor Liang [19] pointed out that two variables with a strong correlation do not necessarily have a strong causality. More specifically, strong causality definitely leads to strong correlation, but strong correlation may not lead to strong causality. The existing correlation-based attribute weight cannot express the causal relationship, which is precisely a very important feature in NBC. Therefore, it is necessary to find out a more scientific weight calculation criteria instead of correlation for the weighted NBC. Besides, we need to consider both accuracy and efficiency of attribute weighting approaches. So it is a good idea to combine the complementary advantages of filter approach and wrapper approach. Recently, based on Granger causality test and Transfer entropy, information flow (IF) put forward by Prof. Liang [20] is an emerging causal analysis method. He realized that causality is a real physical notion and can be put on a rigorous footing. Rigorous formulas have been derived in a closed form and, for linear systems, the maximum likelihood estimator of IF from a series, say, X 1 , to another series X 2 , turns out to be very simple. In his formalism, causality of both liner systems and highly nonlinear system could be measured by IF remarkably. Then Liang [21] normalized the IF in order to evaluate the relative importance of an identified causality quantitatively.
In this paper, we combine the ideas of filter method and wrapper method to propose a new attribute weighting approach for the weighted NBC, namely IFG-WNBC, where causal IF is taken to measure the importance of attributes from the perspective of causality and improved GA is used to search for the optimal weights. IFG-WNBC introduces causal IF into NBC for the first time. For one thing, the new weights could measure the causal dependence between attributes and the class, relaxing the conditional independence assumption more scientifically. For another, the IF-based weighs provide a better initial population of GA, which could reduce the number of iterations and save computational costs.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews the theoretical foundation. Section 3 explains our new IFG-WNBC algorithm in detail. Section 4 presents and analyzes the experiment results. We conclude the paper in Section 5.
II. THEORETICAL DERIVATION
In this section, we review the theoretical material relevant for this work. We first discuss the weighted Naive Bayes classifier (NBC) and explain the causal information flow (IF) theory. We also describe the genetic algorithm (GA).
A. ATTRIBUTE WEIGHTED NAÏVE BAYES CLASSIFIER
Bayesian Network (BN), also known as Bayesian Reliability Network, is not only a graphical expression of causal relationship of variables, but also a probabilistic reasoning technique [22] . It can be represented by a binary B =< G, θ >:
set of nodes where each node represents the variable in the problem domain. E is a set of arcs, and a directed arc represents the causal dependence between variables.
• θ is the network parameter, that is, the probability distribution of nodes (variables). θ expresses the degree of mutual influence between nodes and presents quantitative characteristics in the knowledge domain. Assume a set of variables V = (v 1 , · · · , v n ). The mathematical basis of BN is Bayes' theorem showed by (1) .
where: P(v i ) is the prior probability and P(v i |v j ) is the posterior probability. Based on P (v i ), Bayes' theorem can derive P v i | v j under the relevant conditions. BN is widely used for classification problems. Given a test instance x, represented by an attribute vector (a 1 , a 2 , · · · , a n ), Bayesian Network classifiers (BNC) uses the above (1) to classify it:
where: C is the set of all classes. Since the denominator in (2) is identical for all classes, the equation can be simplified by eliminating the denominator as follows:
In the above (3), it is easy to compute P (c) but not P (a 1 , a 2 , · · · , a n | c) because reliable estimates are difficult to obtain. If we assume that attributes are conditionally independent given the class label and all attributes are equally important; therefore, the probability of the conjunction given the class c is just a product of the probabilities of the individual attributes given c: The resulting BNC is called NBC, using the following equation to classify x:
where: P (c) and P (a i |c) can be estimated from the training data set easily. In general, if there are n binary nodes, the joint probability of all variables requires O(2 ∧ n) representation space, while only O(n 2∧m) representation space is needed with the conditional independence assumption. m is the maximum number of states for a node. Therefore, the conditional independence assumption could greatly simplify the run of classification, which is the core concept of NBC.
However, it's obvious that attributes do not play the same role in many real-society applications, so the attribute independence assumption made by NBC harms its classification performance when it is violated in reality [23] . As stated in Instruction, a major way to extend NBC is attribute weighting. The resulting algorithm is called attribute weighted NBC, which incorporates attribute weights into the equation gives:
where: w i is the weight of the ith attribute. FIGURE 1 shows a comparison between weighted NBC and NBC. The weighted NBC assigns different weights to different attribute nodes to strengthen the connection between attribute nodes and class nodes, weakening the conditional independence assumption of NBC and improving the inference accuracy of the classifier.
B. INFORMATION FLOW
Information flow (IF) is a physical quantity put forward by Professor Liang to express the causality between variables (or events) in a quantitative way, where causality is measured by the information transfer rate from one variable sequence to another. IF can realize the formalization and quantification of causal analysis.
According to the original form of IF, consider a d-dimensional random system:
where: F is the drift coefficient vector; θ is the parameter; B is the diffusion coefficient matrix; W is the standard Wiener process vector. If the system is two-dimensional, the IF from variable X 2 to X 1 is:
where: ρ 1 is the marginal probability density of X 1 ; E is the mathematical expectation.
Based on this, Liang proposed a quantitative formula of IF for causal analysis. Given two series X 1 and X 2 , the maximum likelihood estimator of the rate of the IF from X 2 to X 1 is:
where: C ij denotes the covariance between X i and X j , and C i,d j is determined as follows. LetẊ j be the finite-difference VOLUME 7, 2019 approximation of dX j dt using the Euler forward scheme:
with k = 1 or k = 2 (the details about how to determine k are referred to reference [19] ) and t being the interval step. C i,d j in (9) is the covariance between X i andẊ j . In order to quantify the relative importance of a detected causality, Liang developed an approach to normalizing the IF:
where: H * 1 represents the phase space expansion along the X 1 direction; H noise 1 represents the random effect.
In a later study, Bai [24] modified it to better suit this situation in cognition science (NIF B ):
where: abs represents absolute value function. NIF B2→1 , whose range is [0, 1], measures the importance of the IF transmitted from X 2 to X 1 relative to other random processes. The larger the value, the more significant the causal relationship between X 2 and X 1 . In this research, we adopt NIF B to derive the weight calculation.
C. GENETIC ALGORITHM
Genetic algorithm (GA) is a metaheuristic population-based optimization technique. It uses its bio-inspired operators to search optimal solutions [25] . GA can be defined as an 8-tuple:
where: W is the individual encoding mode; P 0 is the initial population; M is the population size; E is the fitness function; is the crossover operator; is the mutation operator; is the selection operator and S is the termination condition. In GA of attribute weighting calculation, the individual is each attribute weight. The population is the weight space. And the fitness function is usually the classification accuracy. FIGURE 2 shows GA starts by generating an initial population, then it uses the bio-inspired operators to generate a new population. Finally, it can search the optimal individual according to the fitness function.
III. WEIGHTED NAÏVE BAYES CLASSIFIER BASED ON IF AND GA
Many attribute weighting approaches for NBC have been proposed to mitigate its attribute independence assumption. Appropriate attribute weights can reduce the classification error that results from violations of the assumption. Obviously, the more important the attribute, the bigger the weight. Therefore, the key of weight calculation is how to define a more appropriate criterion to correctly measure the importance between attributes and the class.
Considering causal relationship in NBC, we use IF and GA to determine weights, which is a novel attribute weighting wrapper approach, and produce a new classifier called IFG-WNBC. The proposed IFG-WNBC is achieved through the following three major steps: (i) use causal IF to compute the initial weights and generate the fine initial population; (ii) based on the initial population, use GA to search the optimal weight combination of attributes according to classification error; and (iii) test instances are classified by IFG-WNBC with the learned attribute weights. The system can be shown briefly in FIGURE 3 and the main links are described as follows:
A. COMPUTING WEIGHT WITH IF According to (9) , (11) and (12), we compute the causal IF between each attribute and the class. Then weights can be obtained by normalizing IF:
where: w i represents the weight of the ith attribute; NIF Bi represents the IF of the ith attribute. IF can deeply describe the causal relationship other than simple correlation. Attributes with the maximum IF are considered to be highly predictive attributes, thus they are assigned bigger weights. Attribute weight calculated from IF can reflect the causal dependency between attributes and the class effectively, which is fitter for NBC.
B. ENCODING MODE
Considering the large number of decision variables in IFG-WNBC, we use the float-encoded way, that is each genic value of one chromosome is expressed as a real number in a range. In our study, each gene represents an attribute weight and the range is [0, 1]. The length of each chromosome equals to the number of attribute nodes and each chromosome corresponds to a set of attribute weights. FIGURE 4 shows the coding diagram.
C. INITIALING THE POPULATION
To avoid blindness and complexity of the initial population with stochastic method, we adopt a population generation method based o initial interior point correction proposed by Wang et al. [26] . The algorithm flow is as follows:
The key to generate the initial population is to obtain an initial point. In our research, We take the IF-based attribute weights as the initial interior point, reducing the search space of the solution and guaranteeing the quality of initial solution, thus greatly improving the efficiency.
D. GENETIC OPERATOR
In order to increase the diversity of weight population in evolution and enable the algorithm have the ability of searching for the global optimum solution, individual mutation and crossover are employed. In IFG-WNBC, we use roulette wheel selection, simple mutation and uniform crossover to perform GA. Those operator introductions are left out in consideration of space.
E. FITNESS FUNCTION
We define probability errors as the fitness function (objective function). More specifically, it is the difference between the actual probability and the predict probability of the class node:
VOLUME 7, 2019 where: J denotes the number of states taken by C; c j denotes different states of C; P predict denotes predict probability and P actual denotes actual probability. It is noticeable that the objective function is refined into probability errors of different class states rather than classification accuracy. We comb through the above links and the detailed process for IFG-WNBC algorithm is described as shown in FIGURE 6:
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
In this section, we carry out multi-set of comparison experiments using 24 UCI [27] data sets to validate the effectiveness of IFG-WNBC algorithm. Other state-of-theart NBC algorithms described in TABLE 1 are compared with IFG-WNBC, where: NB is the classical Naïve Bayes classifier, CFS-WNB, MI-WNB and DT-WNB are filter approaches with correlation-based weights, DE-WNB is a wrapper approach.
A. UCI BENCHMARK TEST
We run the experiments under the framework of WEKA using 24 UCI data sets. TABLE 2 shows the properties of these data sets. In our experiments, we first preprocess the data sets. Missing attribute values are replaced with the unsupervised attribute filter Replace Missing Values in WEKA. Numerical attribute values are discretized using the unsupervised filter Discretize in WEKA. Besides, we remove the useless attributes relying on the unsupervised filter Remove in WEKA [29] .
In IFG-WNBC algorithm during the experiment, the four parameters in GA MaxGen, M , p c and p m are set to 50, 50, 0.8 and 0.05, respectively. Optimal causality-based weights are searched with MATLAB. TABLE 3 shows IF-based attribute weights of ''Breast-cancer'' and the IF of each attribute has passed the significance test. The convergence learning curve of GA is displayed in FIGURE 7.
Then we conduct extensive empirical comparison for IFG-WNBC and NBC algorithms listed in TABLE 1, in terms of the classification accuracy. All of the classification accuracy estimates are obtained by averaging the results from 10 separate runs of 10-fold cross validation. And various algorithms are carried out on the same training data sets and evaluated on the same test data sets. TABLE 4 shows the detailed results of the experiments about the classification and standard deviation. Besides, we conduct corrected paired two-tailed t tests at the 95% significance level. ''•''means the accuracy of the algorithm is significantly better than that of IFG-WNBC, and ''•'' means the accuracy is significantly worse than that of IFG-WNBC. The averages and the Win/Tie/Loss (w/t/l) values are summarized at the bottom of TABLE 4. Each entry's w/t/l implies that, compared to the corresponding algorithm win on w data sets, ties on t data sets, and loses on l data sets.
In order to further demonstrate the effectiveness of IFG-WNBC forcefully, we conduct another comparison experiment between IFG-WNBC and GA-WNB. Besides causality-based attribute weighting calculation via IF, the only difference between the two algorithm is the population initialization. The initial population is generated randomly in GA-WNB. TABLE 5 shows the classification results and FIGURE 8 displays the convergence learning curves. 
B. RESULT ANALYSIS
Now we summarize the main features of these comparisons. From TABLE 4 and TABLE 5 we can see that:
1) The average classification accuracy of IFG-WNBC on 24 UCI data sets is 86.19%, which is higher than that of NB (80.15%), CFS-WNB (83.97%), MI-WNB (82.61%), DT-WNB (84.13%), DE-WNB (85.03%) and GA-WNB (84.37%). 2) According to the paired two-tailed t tests, IFG-WNBC is overall the best. Our proposed algorithm is better than NB (8 wins and 0 loss), CFS-WNB (6 wins and 0 loss), MI-WNB (9 wins and 0 losses), DT-WNB (5 wins and 1 losses), DE-WNB (4 wins and 0 losses) and GA-WNB (4 wins and 1 loss).
3) FIGURE 7 visually shows that IFG-WNBC has far higher quality initial population and fewer iterations than GA-WNB. We also compare IFG-WNBC with wrapper approaches (GA-WNB and DE-WNB) according to the execution time. The average running time of 24 UCI data sets in minutes needed for IFG-WNBC (10.746) is significantly shorter than GA-WNB (27.152) DE-WNB (29.184). The optimization of the initial population reduces the algorithm running time markedly.
In conclusion, IFG-WNBC performs the best compared with their competitors used in these test. Causality-based attribute weighting method achieves better classification accuracy than other attribute weighting approaches in Bayes classifiers. The results of these comparisons suggest that computing attribute weights using causal IF instead of correlation (or relevance) in the framework of GA is highly effective when setting attribute weights for NBC. The results in TABLE 5 and FIGURE 7 demonstrate the effectiveness of IFG-WNBC more persuasively. On the basis of GA-WNB, IFG-WNBC introduces causal IF to calculate initial weights and improve population initialization. It can be observed exactly that IF-based weights result in higher classification accuracy with less running time.
In addition, we summarize all results using box plots. FIGURE 8 shows that our IFG-WNBC algorithm have higher first quartile, median, and third quartile than other NBC algorithms.
V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE STUDY
Currently, many works have proposed to use attribute weighting to relax the attribute conditional independence assumption. In this paper, we review some typical attribute weighting approaches in weighted NBC including filter approaches and wrapper approaches, and find that all of these methods calculate weight from correlation or classification accuracy, which are considered as the attribute importance measure. But what Bayes' theorem expresses is the causal dependence of two variables. The stronger the causal relationship with the class, the more important the attribute. Causal relationship should be emphasized in NBC while correlation is not exactly consistent with causality. Even worse, the meaning of classification accuracy-based weight cannot be explained clearly. It is doubtful to use correlation and classification accuracy as attribute weighting measure.
Therefore, we propose a new paradigm for a simple and efficient attribute weighting approach based on causal information flow and genetic algorithm, namely IFG-WNBC. Totally different from the current attribute weighting methods, we present a novel causality-based weight with IF and improve the existing wrapper approach by optimizing the initial population in our algorithm. The causality is taken as attribute weighting measure in NBC for the first time.
Then we experimentally test our IFG-WNBC algorithm using a large number of UCI data sets and compare it with standard NB and other weighted NBC. The results demonstrate that IFG-WNBC shows better performance than its counterpart algorithms in most cases. Because the weight really reflects the causal relationship between attributes and the class.
How to learn weights is a crucial problem in the weighted NBC. There are many metaheuristic methods other than GA, such as differential evolution and simulated annealing, to determine weights. In our future research, we will combine the causality-based attribute weighting and these metaheuristic methods to scale up the classification accuracy of the weighted NBC. In addition, the number of attributes in databases used in this paper is relatively small. Next we will apply IFG-WNBC to computer vision tasks such as image classification in order to test its performance with high-dimensional attributes.
